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MMA
By BEN VICKERS

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Ireland’s Chris Fields could be in line
for a title shot.

Fields will jump at the
chance to win the title
YET another injury in MMA,
this time not in the UFC, has
affected a title fight.

John Phillips was due to fight Pavel
Kusch on September 1 in Amman,
Jordan for the Cage Warriors mid-
dleweight title.
He will now not be able to vie for

the belt as he has sustained a broken
hand in training after his impress-
ive, if unexpected, submission vic-
tory over Irishman Chris Fields last
weekend at Cage Warriors 48.
The middleweight tournament has

been riddled with injuries; Victor
Cheng made it through to the finals
only to be sidelined by injury.
Pavel Kusch himself was an injury

replacement for Chris Fields. Ironic-
ally, now Fields will have a chance
to win the middleweight strap as he
has been given Phillips’ slot in the fi-
nals.
It has been a tough road for the

Cage Warriors team but what it does
mean is there will be no shortage of
contenders for the eventual winner
to make their first defence against.
It sets up an exciting final too as

Fields can fight anywhere and
Kusch makes no secret of wanting to
get the fight to the ground early and
work his submission game.
With Fields being defeated by sub-

mission in his last fight, Kusch may
be feeling confident but Fields is no
slouch on the ground.
The SBGi fighter trains under well

respected BJJ black belt John
Kavanagh and he will be well aware
of Kusch’s intent, whereas Phillips
may just have caught him by sur-
prise.
It just goes to show how hard it is

to host tournaments in this sport.
The rigours of the training alone
have massive risk of injury and add
to that fights with knees and elbows
and ground and pound, not to men-
tion submissions and it’s no wonder
that injury rates are high.
MMA truly is one of the toughest

sports in the world. Also on the card
will be the first defence for Ireland’s

Conor McGregor. He will face the
highly touted American Jim Alers.
This match-up will be explosive

with both men renowned for their
aggression and ability to stop fights.
Alers has six submissions and two

KO’s out of his eight wins and he has
only been defeated once. McGregor
boasts 10 KOs and one submission in
his 11 wins and has never been the
distance in his career.
One thing is for sure, when these

boys meet in the centre of the cage
there will be fireworks. It has fight
of the night written all over it.

After a week without the world’s
leading promotion, the UFC returns
this week and will see two light
heavyweights battle it out for a shot
at the title.
Mauricio Rua will return to action

for the first time since his epic battle
with Dan Henderson back in Novem-
ber. He will face Brandon Vera, who
has had a rollercoaster run in the

UFC of late and hasn’t graced the oc-
tagon since last October.
If Vera wins and gets a title shot it

will undoubtedly ruffle some feath-
ers with the other contenders.
However most of them have faced

the current champ, Jon Jones, and
come unstuck. Whether it’s Jones or
Henderson who has the belt remains
to be seen as they are set to meet on
September 1.
The stacked UFC on Fox 4 card

will also see light heavyweight also-
rans try and throw their hats back
in the mix.

Lyoto Machida was left asleep on
the canvas by Jones and his next op-
ponent, Ryan Bader, would have
gone the same way had he not
tapped out during his scrap with
Jones.
My money is on the elusiveness of

Machida being too much for the
wrestling ability of Bader. If Bader
does manage to land one on
Machida’s chin it could be another
early nap for the Brazilian.
We will see the return of Mike

Swick who has had a terrible run of
injuries and illness. He has been out
for over two years, but is feeling
ready and will be looking to put on a
good show when he makes his re-
turn against Demarques Johnson.
Johnson has had mixed fortunes

since graduating through ‘The Ulti-
mate Fighter’ back in 2009.
If Swick is back to anything like

his best then he should get a win but
2 years out of the cage may come
back to haunt him.
Also on the undercard is the ever

exciting Joe Lauzon who will take
on UFC new boy Jamie Varner.
Varner announced his arrival in the
UFC back in may when he demol-
ished the dangerous striker Edson
Barboza.
Varner will be looking to make a

statement against Lauzon and really
put his name forward for considera-
tion in the very talent rich 155lb di-
vison.
I feel Varner may just be too good

for Lauzon and will get a stoppage
win.
Cole Miller will face Nam Phan in

a featherweight match up which
sees to excellent BJJ practicioners
who like to stand and bang.
Phil Davis will be looking to

bounce back from his first defeat
against Rashad Evans when he takes
on the undefeated Brazilian knock-
out merchant Wagner Prado.
Once again this UFC card looks to

be stacked with exciting fights so
let’s hope that it delivers unlike UFC
149n where we were all left with an
empty feeling in our guts.

More tight outfits and contests at the Games today
A FEW days into the London
Games and it goes without saying
that beach volleyball has again
been my favourite competition.

It is taking place in the heart of
Whitehall at the Horse Guards
Parade and the far from exotic
conditions (a butt-clenching,
areola-hardening nip seems to be
in the air) that these poor ladies
must overcome is something all
true sports fans must respect.

Modern beach volleyball in-
volves very lithe women wearing
extremely small bikinis. A ball is
also sometimes involved, but
nobody pays attention to it.

There is a related Olympic
event called “men’s beach
volleyball” but it is far less
popular, because it has an
archaic rule requiring that the

competitors be men.
Men’s beach volleyball is not as

entertaining as the women’s ver-
sion and the sport is never going
to gain widespread public appre-
ciation until the Olympic commit-
tee opens the male version of the
competition to allow women in
microscopic swimwear to hug
each other after every point. Even
if it’s only on the sidelines.

I would give the same advice to
officials of other little-known
Olympic sports seeking TV cover-
age, such as horse-riding, kayak-
ing and table tennis.

Yesterday I watched one
hard-fought match featuring a
great deal of jumping around, and
it was a very close match, but in
the end, the victory went, as
expected, to one of the two teams.

There was quite some hugging
afterwards.

There was no outright odds for
the event this morning, only
match betting, but I think we can
all agree that when it comes to
nubile young bodies jumping
about, it’s the taking part that
counts, not the winning.

Meanwhile, the home team’s
hopes of more medals after yes-
terday’s two golds continues in
earnest today in the velodrome.

There are 10 cycling gold medals
up for grabs in the venue, with
both the men's and women's team
sprint medal events taking place
this evening.

Germany are 11-8 favourites for
the men's sprint having been
crowned world champions at the
discipline in 2010 and 2011, but
France (6-4), defending champs
Great Britain (5-1) and Australia
(10-1) are also in the hunt.

Expect this event to be very
close. In the World Championship
earlier this year Australia beat
France in the final by 0.001 of a
second.

That’s tighter than the thong on
a Russian beach volleyballer.

Recommendation: Back World
Champs Australia at 10-1 with
Boylesports.

A ball is also sometimes involved,
but nobody pays attention to it.


